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The Economics of Rotating Savings
and Credit Associations
By

TIMOTHY BESLEY,

STEPHEN COATE, AND GLENN LoURY*

This paper analyzes the economic role and performance of a type of financial
institution which is observed worldwide:rotating savings and credit associations
(Roscas). Using a model in which individuals save for an indivisible durable
consumption good, we study Roscas which distribute funds using random
allocation and bidding. Each type of Rosca allows individuals without access to
credit markets to improve their welfare, but under a reasonable assumption on
preferences, random allocation is preferred when individuals have identical
tastes. This conclusion need not hold when individuals are heterogeneous.
We also discuss the sustainability of Roscas given the possibility of default.
(JEL 016, 017, G20)
This paper studies rotating savings and
credit associations (Roscas). These are informal financial institutions which are found
all over the world.' They are most common
in developing countries but are also used by
immigrant groups in the United States (see
e.g., Ivan Light, 1972; Aubrey W. Bonnett,
1981). Furthermore, many of the U.S. savings and loan associations seem to have
started life as Roscas (see Edwin Symons
and James White, 1984; Richard Grossman,
1992). Roscas constitute one of a number of

institutions, share-cropping being another
example, whose existence is pervasive in
developing economies and demands some
explanation. Yet while their prevalence and,
to some degree, robustness has fascinated
anthropologists, they have attracted surprisingly little attention from economists.2 Our
object in this paper and its companion piece
(Besley et al., 1992) is therefore to initiate
an analysis of their economic role and performance.
The considerable literature on Roscas reveals much variation in how they actually
work in practice, but two main varieties can
be identified. The first, and most prevalent,
type allocates its funds randomly. In a random Rosca, members commit to putting a
fixed sum of money into a "pot" for each

*Besley: Woodrow Wilson School and Department
of Economics, Princeton University, Bendheim Hall,
Princeton, NJ 08544-1022; Coate: Department of Economics, University of Pennsylvania, 3718 Locust Walk,
Philadelphia, PA 19104-6297; Loury: Department of
Economics, Boston University, 270 Bay State Road,
Boston, MA 02215. We are grateful to Anne Case,
Richard Zeckhauser, two referees of this journal, and
seminar participants at Boston University, Cambridge,
Cornell, Harvard, Northwestern, Oxford, Penn, Princeton, and Queen's for their helpful comments on various parts of this research. We also thank Peter Walker
for excellent research assistance and the Center for
Energy Policy Studies at M.I.T., the Lynde and Harry
Bradley Foundation, and the Japanese Corporate Associates Program at the Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University, for financial support.
1Roscas travel under many different names; chit
funds in India, susu in Ghana, tontines in Senegal,
njangis in Cameroon, cheetu in Sri Lanka, and
pasanakus in Bolivia are just a few examples.

2The classic anthropological studies of Roscas are
by Clifford Geertz (1962) and Shirley Ardener (1964).
The latter paper is particularly recommended as an
introduction to the literature; see also Donald V. Kurtz
(1973) and Douglass G. Norville and James S. Wehrly
(1969). Phillipe Callier (1990) provides an economic
interpretation of Roscas. For informal economic analyses of Roscas in particular countries, see Dale W.
Adams and Marie L. Canavesi de Sahonero (1989) on
Bolivia, Robert T. Anderson (1966) and S. Radhakrishnan et al. (1975) on India, Girma Begashaw (1978) on
Ethiopia, Edgar Fernando (1986) on Sri Lanka, and
Adeniyi Osuntogun and Remi Adeyemo (1981) on
Nigeria.
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period of the life of the Rosca.3 Lots are
drawn, and the pot is randomly allocated to
one of the members. In the next period, the
process repeats itself, except that the previous winner is excluded from the draw for
the pot. The process continues, with every
past winner excluded, until each member of
the Rosca has received the pot once. At this
point, the Rosca is either disbanded or begins over again.
Roscas may also allocate the pot using a
bidding procedure. We shall refer to this
institution as a bidding Rosca. One individual receives the pot in an earlier period
than another by bidding more, in the form
of a pledge of higher contributions to the
Rosca, or one-time side payments to the
other Rosca members. Under a bidding
Rosca, individuals may still receive the pot
only once-the bidding process merely establishes priority.4
We take the view, documented in the
extensive informal literature on Roscas, that
these institutions are primarily used to save
up for the purchase of indivisible durable
goods.5 Random Roscas are not particularly
effective as institutions for buffering against
risk, since the probability of obtaining the
pot need not be related to one's immediate
circumstances. Even bidding Roscas, which
may allow a member to obtain the pot immediately, only permit individuals to deal

3Some forms of Roscas may require members to
make in-kind contributions. An example of this form
which may be familiar to the reader is that of "barn
raisings," which were common among 19th-century
frontier farmers in the United States. Consider a group
of farmers living in the same region, each of whom
wants to build a new barn. On the first Sunday in every
month, the group gets together and builds a new barn
for one of the farmers selected at random. They reconvene the next month and do the same, continuing until
each member in the group has a barn.
4While bidding and drawing lots seem to be the two
most common ways of allocating the pot, it is also
sometimes allocated according to need or known criteria, such as age or kinship seniority. The reader is
referred to Ardener (1964) for a more detailed discussion.
5Common examples are bicycles and tin roofs. See
Fritz Bouman (1977) and Geertz (1962) for more discussion of the various uses for the pot.
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with situations that cannot recur, since the
pot may be obtained no more than once.
Furthermore, since many kinds of risks in
LDC's are covariant, individuals will have
high valuations at the same instant. Roscas
do play a greater role in transferring resources to meet life-cycle needs, such as
financing a wedding. However, even in this
context, they seem more appropriate for
dealing with significant, idiosyncratic events,
rather than the hump saving required for
old age.
Despite its manifest importance, there has
been relatively little work in the savings
literature on the notion of saving up to buy
an indivisible good. Yet, the existence of
indivisible goods is a reason for developing
institutions which mediate funds. In the absence of access to external funds, individuals must save to finance lumpy expenditures
and can gain from trading with one another;
the savings of some individuals can finance
the purchases of others. This is not true
when all goods are divisible, since gradual
autarkic accumulation is efficient in the absence of heterogeneity.
Roscas provide a means of making joint
savings work.6 They also determine a rule
for rationing access to the indivisible good:
random allocation in a random Rosca and
bidding in a bidding Rosca. We use a twogood model with indivisibilities to make
precise how a group of individuals without
access to credit markets may improve their
welfare by forming a random or bidding
Rosca. We demonstrate how these institutions work and examine their impact on
savings rates. We also compare random and
bidding Roscas, focusing on their relative
performance in terms of their members'
welfare. With homogeneous individuals,
randomization is preferred to bidding as a

6This was clearly recognized by Ardener (1964
p. 217). "The most obvious function of these associations is that they assist in small-scale capital formation,
or more simply, they create savings. Members could
save their contributions themselves at home and accumulate their own 'funds,' but this would withdraw
money from circulation: in a rotating credit association
capital need never be idle."
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method of allocating funds within Roscas
under a plausiblerestrictionon preferences.
However,with sufficientdispersionin individuals' valuations of the indivisible good,
this may not be true.
For Roscas to operate successfullyit is
necessary that individualskeep their commitment to pay into the Rosca after they
have won the pot. This may appear problematic since Rosca membersare often not
able to borrow in conventionalcredit markets precisely because they cannot be presumed to repay loans. Roscas circumvent
such default problemsby exploitingindividuals' social connectedness.This is borne out
in the anthropologicalliterature,which reveals how the incentive to defect from a
Rosca is curbedby social constraints.Roscas
are thus typicallyformed among individuals
whose circumstancesand characteristicsare
well known to each other. Defaulters are
sanctioned socially as well as being prevented from any further Rosca participation. Nonetheless, default does sometimes
occur, and organizers of Roscas must be
mindful of this. Thus, we discuss how concerns about defaultinfluencethe design and
performanceof Roscas.
The remainderof this paper is organized
as follows. Section I sets up the model.
Section-11 describes how Roscas work and
can improve over autarky.Section III provides comparisonsof lifetime utilities and
other features of the resource allocations
under random and bidding Roscas. In Section IV, we extend the comparisonto allow
for the possibilityof heterogeneous tastes.
Section V discusses how considerationsof
sustainabilitymay influence the design of
Roscas, and Section VI concludes.
I. The Model

We use the simplest model that can capture the essential features of the problem at
hand. A group of n individuals would each

like to own an indivisibledurableconsumption good. The group is assumed to have no
access to credit markets. Thus they may be
villagers in a traditional society or members
of an immigrant group, unfamiliar with the
banking practices of their new country. Each
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individual lives for T years, receiving an
exogenous flow of income over his lifetime
of y > 0. We assume, at first, that individuals have identical, intertemporally additive
preferences. Each individual's instantaneous utility depends on nondurable- consumption, c, and on whether or not he
enjoys the services of the durable. The
durable does not depreciate and can be
purchased at a given cost of B. Once purchased, it yields a constant flow of services
for the remainder of an individual's lifetime. We also assume that the durable's
services are not fungible across individuals;
one must own it to benefit from its services.
For simplicity, there is no discounting,
which precludes any motive for saving or
borrowing apart from the desire to acquire
the durable. An individual's instantaneous
utility with nondurable consumption c is
v(, c) if he owns the durable, and v(O,c)
otherwise. We assume that v(O, *) and
v(1, ) are increasing, strictly concave, and
three times continuously differentiable in
their second argument, using v'(i, c), v"(i, c),
and so forth to denote differentiation of
v(i, - ) with respect to c, for i = 0 or 1.
Given c, we define Av(c) v(1, c) - v(0, c)
to be the instantaneous gain in utility from
owning the durable, and v(a,c) =av(1,c)
+(1- a)v(O,c), for O?<? <1, as the expected instantaneous utility when a is the
probability of owning the durable.
Our results require some further structure on preferences. The first, innocuous,
condition is that Av(c) > 0 for all c 2 0,
which says only that individuals like the
durable. We will also assume that Av'(c) 2 0
(i.e., that the marginal utility of nondurable
consumption is not decreased by owning the
durable). This is critical for much of our
analysis and can be interpreted as saying
that durable services and nondurable consumption are complements. We regard the
assumption as reasonable for many of the
uses to which Rosca funds are putpurchasing a bicycle, a household appliance,
or a tin roof for one's house. We will, however, indicate how the assumption affects
our analysis as we proceed.
Under autarky, individuals save up on
their own. Our assumptions imply that it is

optimal for each individual to save B at a
constant rate y - c, over an interval [0, t].7
Thus, lifetime utility maximization involves
each individual choosing c and t to:
(1)

maximize{t-v(O,c)+(T-t)-v(1,y)}

subject to t(y -c)= B, and O<c < y. Let
be the solution to (1) and let Wa be
the maximal value of lifetime utility.
We exploit a simple way of writing Wa.
First, substitute for t using the constraint in
(1). This yields a one-variable maximization
problem involving c, and the maximand can
be written as
(tav Ca)

T- v(1l y)-Bt

V(' Y) -(O

) ]

Next, define

(2)

(?)-<mii<

v(l, y) - v(a, c)]
L

Y-

O<?a <1.

Setting a = 0 in (2), lifetime utility under
autarky can be written as

(3)
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Under autarky, no individual has the
durable good before date ta' at which time
all n individuals receive it. Thus the expected fraction of time that an individual
will enjoy the services of the durable during
the accumulation period is zero. This explains why autarky is represented by a = 0
in (2). Autarky is inefficient; each person
saves at rate y - ca = B/ta and after an
interval of ta / n, there are enough savings
to buy a durable which could be given to
one of the group members. Roscas remedy
this inefficiency, with the cost function ,uX*)
measuring the extent of welfare improvement.
Before considering Roscas, we establish
some technical properties of ,u*) and c*(*),
which prove useful later. The proof of the
lemma is in the Appendix.
LEMMA: Under the assumptions on preferences set out above, the minimized cost ,u*)
in (2) is a decreasing, concave function of a,
and the cost-minimizing consumption rate
c*( ) is an increasingfunction of a. Both are
twice continuously differentiable on [0,1],
where they satisfy the identity ,u(a)
v'(a, c*(a)). Moreover, if v"'(i, c) > 0 for i=
0 and 1, and if Av"(c) ? 0, then c*(.) is
strictly convex.

Wa= T-v(l, y)-B-I(O).
II. Roscas

Expression (3) has an appealing interpretation, paralleled in our analysis of Roscas.
The first term represents lifetime utility if
the durable were free, while the second
term is the minimal utility cost of saving up
for the durable. This minimization trades
off the benefit of a shorter accumulation
period against the benefit of higher consumption during this period. Letting, c*(a)
be the consumption level which solves (2),
the optimal autarkic consumption rate, Ca,
is c*(O).

7Note that accumulation for purchase of the durable
is not desirable at all for some parameter values. It
follows from our analysis of (1) that an individual
would choose to save up on his own to purchase the
durable only if T Av(y)/B is sufficiently large. Here
we shall consider only such cases where this condition
holds.

This section examines how members of a
group may improve their welfare by forming
either a random or a bidding Rosca. As well
as examining how Roscas operate and raise
lifetime utilities over autarky, we also consider their effect on savings rates. We begin
with random Roscas.
A. Random Roscas
Imagine that our n-person group forms
a random Rosca which meets at equally
spaced dates up to ta (i.e., {ta/n, 2ta/n,
..., tal, with contributions of B/n at each
meeting). Each time the Rosca meets, an
individual is randomly selected to receive
the pot of B, allowing him to buy the
durable. Each individual continues to save
at rate B/ta over the interval [0, ta], as
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under autarky, but can now expect to receive the durable ta(n - 1)/2n sooner. Risk
aversion is not an issue here, since from
each individual's ex ante viewpoint, the random Rosca does as well as autarky in every
state of the world, and strictly better in all
but one.8
A random Rosca which lasts until ta is
only one possibility. For example, the group
could also have met until ta /2 with contributions of B/n and a durable being bought
after each interval of length ta /2n. Given
the uniform spacing of meeting dates and
the constant contribution rate, the duration
of the Rosca will be inversely proportional
to the rate at which the group saves and
accumulates the durable.
It seems natural to suppose that the
group would agree on a length for the Rosca
which maximizes the (ex ante expected) utility of the representative group member.9
To characterize this length and the implied
savings rate, consider a "general" random Rosca of length t, meeting at the
dates {t / n, 2 t / n, ..., t), with members contributing B/n at each meeting date. A
representative member of the Rosca
views his receipt date for the pot (and
hence the durable) as a random variable, ~, distributed uniformly on the set
Each member saves at
{t/n, 2t/n,...,t).
rate B / t over the life of the Rosca, and
nondurable consumption is thus c = y -

SEPTEMBER 1993

B/ t during this period. Given c, each member's lifetime utility is the random variable:
X v(O,c) + (t - i) v(1, c) + (T - t) v(1, y),
where t = B/(y - c). Lifetime expected
utility in this random Rosca is the expected
value of the expression above, and since
E(X) = [(n + 1)/2n]t, each member's ex-ante
welfare is
(4)

2n ) v(0, c) + (n

W(c)- =(

+ (T-t)v(l,

v(l, c)]

y)

where t = B/(y - c).
The group's problem is now to choose t
(or equivalently c), to maximize (4). Let tr
denote the optimal length, cr the associated
consumption rate, and Wrthe maximal value
of expected utility. This problem is similar
to that encountered under autarky. Indeed,
defining a = (n - 1)/2n, (4) may be rearranged as follows:
W(c) = T v(1, y -B [

]

By analogy with the reasoning leading to
(3), we obtain
(5)

Wr=T-v(1,y)-B

1y(a-)

with cr = 0(ii).

8This is also noted by Callier (1990 p. 274). "The
creation of a tontine is one of the most obvious Pareto
improvements that people who save in order to purchase a bulky asset can create for themselves in a
society with fragmented capital markets.... The pooling of resources reduces the time of 'waiting' before
the purchase for all participants except the one who is
last collecting the kitty (who nevertheless does not have
to wait more than if he had saved alone)."
9In Cameroon the typical length of njangis is two
years (see James Brooke, 1987). The cundina in Mexico
last between one and two years according to Kurtz
(1973). These lengths seem to be broadly in line with
many other studies of Roscas that we have found. The
literature reveals considerable variation in the size of
Roscas. Most seem to range from 10 to 20 members
although Osuntogun and Adeyemo (1981) report
Roscas' as large as 100 members in southwestern Nigeria.

The interpretation is the same as that of
(3): welfare is the difference between what
lifetime utility would be were the durable a
free good and the minimal (expected) utility
cost of saving up for its purchase. This cost
is lower under the random Rosca than under autarky because each member expects
to enjoy the durable's services for a fraction
a of the time in which he is saving up for
the durable. It is now easy to establish the
following proposition.
PROPOSITION 1: By forming a random
Rosca, group members raise their expected
lifetime utilities. The optimal random Rosca
involves members saving at a lower rate over
a longer interval than under autarky. Nevertheless, if v "'(i,c) > 0 for i = 0 and 1, and if
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Av"(c) > 0, then individuals expect to receive
the durable good sooner in the optimal random Rosca than under autarky (i.e., tr >
ta > (n + 1)tr /2n).

PROOF:
Equations (5) and (3) imply that WrWa=
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B[,u O)- p_(a)]. This is positive since,

their circumstancesdiffer once the order of
receipt has been determined.Using the index i to denote the personwho wins the pot
at the ith meeting, at date tr(j / n), ex post
utilities under the randomRosca are given
by

as stated in the lemma, ,uX ) is a decreasing function; so group members' expected
utility is higher in the random Rosca
than under autarky.The lemma also established that c*(*) is increasing. Therefore
consumptionis greater as well, since cr=

(6)

c*(a)> c*(O)= ca. However, the constraint
t(y - c) = B applies under both autarky and
the random Rosca. Hence tr > ta, and the

(Cr,

optimal random Rosca involves members
savingat a lower rate over a longer interval
than under autarky.
To prove that the expected receipt date
under the optimal random Rosca is sooner
than that under autarkywe have to show
that ta > (n + 1)tr /2n = (1 - a)tr. Since
and tr = B/[y-c*(Z0),
ta= B/[y-c*(O)]
it will suffice to show that y -c*(Z)>

strictly worse off (ex post) by joining the
randomRosca.

(1 - a-)[y - c*(0)]. Now, in view of the as-

sumed concavityof v(1, *), inspectionof (2)
reveals that y = c*(1). Therefore, we need
to show that c*(1)+ (1 - a})c*(0)> c*(ii).
This follows from Jensen's inequality and
the convexity of c*(*) established under
these hypothesesin the lemma.
Welfare is raised by forminga Rosca because some financialintermediationreduces
everyone's utility cost of saving up. This
conclusion is independent of any restrictions we imposedon preferencesother than
individuals'likingthe durable.Showingthat
nondurableconsumptionis higher and the
accumulation period is longer under the
randomRosca does requirethe assumption
that durable services and nondurableconsumptionare complements.The result that
individualsreceive the durable earlier on
average under the random Rosca is less
general, requiringthe assumption, of positive thirdderivativesstated in Proposition1.
The rankingof random Roscas and autarky does not hold ex post since, though
individualshave the same prospectsex ante,

Ur=tr[ ()V(O,Cr)+

(1--)V(1,Cr)

+(T-tr)V(1,Cr)

i= ,...,n.

Since his consumption/receipt-datepair
tr) is feasible, but not optimal, under
autarky,the individualreceivingthe pot at

the final meeting date (i = n) has been made

B. Bidding Roscas

Suppose now that individualsbid for the
right to receive the pot at a certain date
(i.e., they form a bidding Rosca). We assume that Rosca members determine the
order of receipt for the pot when the Rosca
is initially organized at time zero.10 Since
there is no uncertainty,this does not seem
unreasonable.By a "bid"we mean a pledge
to contributea certainamountto the Rosca
at a constant rate over its life, in exchange
for the right to receive the pot at a certain
meeting date. A higherbid would naturally
entitle an individual to an earlier receipt
date.
Of the many auctionprotocolsthat could
be imagined, all must result in individuals
being indifferent among bid/receipt-date
pairs, since individualshave identical preferences and complete information.Moreover, any efficient auction procedure must
be structured so that total contributions
committed through bids are just adequate
to finance acquisitionof the durableby the
recipient of the pot at each meeting date.

10The literature reveals considerable variation in
the bidding procedures used in practice. See Ardener
(1964) and Fernando (1986) for discussions of particular cases.
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This precludes both redundant savings
within the Rosca and the necessity to save
outside of the Rosca.
The two requirementsthat individualsare
indifferentamongbid/receipt pairsand that
the sum of the contributionsequals the cost
of the durable completely determine the
outcome of the bidding procedure.Thus it
is unnecessary to commit to a particular
auction protocol. However, to provide a
concrete example, fix the duration t of the
bidding Rosca and suppose that a series of
n -1 oral, ascending-bidauctions are held
at date zero among n group members,determiningin sequence who receives the pot
at each meeting date except the last, with
each winner excluded from participationin
subsequentauctions.The last remainingindividualhas his contributionset so that the
sum of all commitments just equals the
durable'scost, B. It is easy to see, using a
backward-inductionargument, that every
(subgame-perfect)equilibriumof this bidding mechanismleaves all individualsat the
same level of lifetime utility. Moreover,by
construction,the winningbids (plus the last
recipient'scontribution)will sum to the cost
of the durable.We now show how to characterize these equilibriumbids.
If the bidding Rosca lasts until time t,
bidding determines who receives the durable at each of the meeting dates {t/n,
2t/n,

. . .,t}.

Let bi denote the promised

contributionof individual i, defined to be
the one who wins the pot at time (i/n)t. A
set of bids {bi}l 1 constitutesan equilibrium
if (i) no individualcould do better by outbidding another for his place in the queue
and (ii) contributionsare sufficientto allow
each participantto acquirethe durableupon
receivingthe pot.
If Rosca member i bids bi, he will have
nondurable consumption ci = y - (n / t)bi at

each moment duringthe Rosca's life. Thus,
we can characterizethe Rosca in terms of
the consumption rates: {ci}li'1. Condition (ii)
implies that individuali's equilibriumutility
level is
t

u(O,Tcj)(+ ,n)
+ (T -t)

v(1, y)

ci)

in a bidding Rosca of length t. Letting ac
equal (n - i)/n, condition (i) implies, for all

individualsi and some numberx, that
v(ati, ci) =x

(7)

i =l, ... ,n.

The number x represents the members'
common averageutility duringthe life of a
bidding Rosca of length t, in a bidding
equilibrium.
Now define c to be the average nondurableconsumptionrate of membersduring the life of the Rosca [i.e., c
Then condition (ii) is equiva(l/n)Ei=jcj].
lent to
t(y -c-) =B.

(8)

Given the Rosca'slength t, the relations(7)
and (8) uniquely determine members'nondurable consumptionrates and their average utilityover the life of the Rosca, consistent with biddingequilibrium.Equivalently,
one could take as given the equilibrium
averageutility level for the durationof the
Rosca, x. Then (7) gives individuals'equilibrium consumption levels, {Ci}i' 1; and
these, via (8), can be used to find the Rosca's
length, t.
As in the random Rosca, it is natural to
assumethat the length of the biddingRosca
is chosen to maximize the common utility
level of its members.The foregoing discussion and (7) implythat this commonwelfare
is
T v(l, y)

-

B{[v(,

y)- x]/[y

-].

Now let c^(a,x) be the function satisfying
v(a, c^)=-x, and define
n
1 )-

Then, when the equilibriumaverage utility
during a bidding Rosca is x, c^(ai,x) is
individuali's nondurableconsumptionrate
during the Rosca, and B/[ y - c(x)] is the
Rosca's length. Denote by tb and Wb, re-

spectively,the durationand common utility
level of the optimal bidding Rosca. Then,

VOL. 83 NO. 4

using by now familiar arguments,we may
write the following:"
(9)

Wb=

Tv(1, y)- BAb

where
J( I Y )

[ y -(x

-

( 10)
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X]
J

Letting x* give the minimumin (10), then
B/[y - c(x*)] is the length of the optimal biddingRosca.
Lifetime utility expressed in (9) admits
the same interpretationnoted for autarky
and the random Rosca; it is the difference
between lifetime utility if the durablewere
free and the minimalcost of savingup. The
latter, determined in (10), again trades off
higher welfare during the Rosca versus
faster acquisitionof the durable. We may
now establishthe followingproposition.
tb =

PROPOSITION 2: By forming a bidding
Rosca, group members raise their lifetime utilities relative to autarky. Moreover if
1/ v'(0, - ) is concave, the optimal bidding
Rosca involves group members saving at a
lower average rate and over a longer interval
than under autarky.

PROOF:
Equations(9) and (3) together implythat
= B[,u(O)-,Ub],which is positive if
Wband only if ,u(0)>>A b. Since v(a, c) increaseswith both a and c, c(a, x) decreases
with a; so,

then, setting x = v(O,Ca) in (10) and com-

paringthe value of the right-handside with
the minimized value in (2), we see that
A(?)/>
Ab. Thus, by forming a bidding
Rosca, group members raise their lifetime
utilities.The proof of the second part of the
propositionis given in the Appendix.
Again, the welfare dominance of the
Rosca over autarkyrequiresno assumption
on preferencesother than individuals'liking
the durablegood. The greatercomplexityof
the biddingRosca is reflectedin the need to
make an assumptionon the curvatureof the
inverse of the marginal utility of income
function in order to compare the Rosca's
savingsrate to that under autarky.Concavity of this functiondoes not follow from any
well-known property of utility functions,
though it is satisfied for many cases. For
example,for isoelastic utility functionswith
v(0, c) = c1-P/(1 - p), 1/ v'(0, c) is convex if

p > 1 and concaveif p < 1.
Unlike autarkyor the randomRosca, the
biddingRosca leaves each individualwith a
different rate of nondurable consumption
duringthe accumulationperiod. Earlier acquirersof the durablebid a highercontribution to the Rosca and consume less of the
nondurable; (c1 <

...<

ca). Proposition 2

also reveals that the last individualto acquire the durable in a bidding Rosca must
have greater nondurableconsumptionduring accumulation than under autarky (cn >
Ca). These higher contributions of earlier

recipients resemble interest payments, and
in this sense the bidding Rosca can be
likened to a market.12
III. BiddingversusRandomRoscas

c( v(0, c))

r 0 ?c

=

E A(at,v(0,c))

re E

(Ov(0, C))

=C

for 0 < c < y. Therefore c(v(0, ca)) < Ca;but

itIn this minimization x is restricted to a range
defined by the requirement that the consumption levels
Ci= c^(ai, x) must be no less than zero and no greater
than y, i = 1.
n.

While we have already established that
either type of Rosca allows a group to use
its savingsmore effectivelythan under autarky,they do not yield identical outcomes.
We observed above that bidding results in
recipients of early pots forgoing consumption. The optimal savingsrate may also dif-

12Our companion paper (Besley et al., 1992) makes
the comparison exact.
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fer between the two institutions.Comparison of these savingsrates and welfare levels
is the object of this section. In particular,
understandingthe latter may yield insight
into the circumstanceswhen we would expect to observe one or the other of the
Rosca types in practice.Our main result for
.a homogeneous group is stated in the followingproposition.
PROPOSITION 3: Group members' expected utility will be higher if they use a
random rather than a bidding Rosca. If the
value of the durable is independent of the
nondurable consumption rate [i.e., Av'(c)01, and if 1/ v'(O, ) is a convex function,
then the optimal random Rosca involves
members saving at a lower rate over a longer
interval than the optimal bidding Rosca.

PROOF:
From (5) and (9) we see that WJ- Wb B[Ab - A(" )], so we need to show that /lb >
IL(c). The proof is simple. Using (2), the
definitionof c'(a,x), and the changeof variables x = v(a, c), we can write

( 11)

AOC) = min [y-

et a, X)]

Comparing (11) with (10) we conclude: ,t(a)
< Pb if c'(, x) < c(x), for all x; but c(i, x)
is c^(, x) evaluated at the average of ai,
while c(x) is the average of the values
c^(ai,x). Hence, by Jensen's inequality,our
conclusionholds if cf *, x) is strictlyconvex.
A bit of calculusshows

dc^da =

-

[Av( c^)/ v'( , c^)]< 0.
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Thus accordingto Proposition3 our assumptionsimply that individualsare better
off using a savingsassociationthat allocates
access to funds by lot. This may explainwhy
randomizationis so widely used in practice.
Though this findingis at first sight counterintuitive, a naturalexplanationis available.
As will emerge in the next section, however,
the assumptionof identical preferences is
crucialto the result;when individuals'preferences differ,biddingpermitsthem to sort
themselves.
The assumption that the durable and
nondurable goods are complements is key
to proving that random allocation dominates biddingfrom an ex ante viewpoint.To
see why, consider two Roscas of the same
duration.Biddingrequiresmembersto have
the same averageutilityover the life of the
Rosca; random allocation requires them to
have the same nondurable consumption
rates. Each of these requirementsconstitutes a constraint on the more general
scheme whichrandomlyassignsmembersan
order of receipt i, 1 < i < n, and a consumption rate ci, 0 < ci < y, but which requires
neither equal consumptionrates nor equal
ex post utilities.13 Were such a scheme designed to maximize ex ante expected welfare, it would equate individuals'marginal
utilities: v'(ai , ci) = v'(a1, Cj), 1 < i,

< n.14

When Av'(c)> 0, randomassignmentwith
equal nondurableconsumptionmore closely
approximatesthis condition than does bidding. In a biddingequilibrium,earlierrecipients of the pot contribute more to the
Rosca (lower ci) in exchange for greater
access to the durable during the Rosca
(higher ai). However,with Av'(c) 2 0, they
also have highermarginalutilitiesthan those

A bit more reveals
a2C^/da2

=-[-d c /dat][ v

( c,

+

dc v'(a,e)i)]

which is positive provided that Av'(c) ? 0.
This proves the first claim of the proposition. The proof of the second claim is given
in the Appendix.

13Hybrid Roscas of this sort seem not to be observed in practice. This may be due to problems of
implementation, since losers in this lottery might prefer to join another Rosca than to continue in the
original one.
"Otherwise it would be possible to increase ex ante
expected utility by increasing contributions to the Rosca
by an individual with lower marginal utility and reducing them for an individual with higher marginal utility,
keeping total contributions at each meeting just equal
to B.
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Lifetime Utility
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1. LIFETIME UTILITY POSSIBILITIES FOR A TWO-PERSON GROUP WITH
TIME HORIZON T = 3 YEARS AND ROSCA LENGTH t = 2 YEARS

Note: 6 -- Av(c) > 0 is a constant.

receivingthe pot later. This divergence of
marginalutilities is mitigatedin the random
Rosca, which sets ci = Cr, for all i. Thus,
when the two goods are complements,the
equal-consumption-rateconstraint of random allocationis less inhibitingthan is the
equal-average-utilityconstraint of bidding,
and the randomRosca performsbetter than
the bidding Rosca in this case.15 This is

particularlyclear when Av' 0, since equality of consumptionrates during the Rosca
implies equality of marginalutilities. However, equalityof lifetime utilities constrains
consumptionso that the marginalutility is
higher among those who receive the pot
earlier.
Figure 1 illustratesthe latter case graphically. We depict lifetime utility possibilities
for a two-person group with time horizon
T = 3 years, and Rosca length t = 2 years.

15Conversely, if durable and nondurable consumption are sufficiently strong substitutes, then the equalaverage-utility constraint, by forcing ci and ai to covary negatively in the group, can produce less inequality of marginal utilities than the equal-consumption-rate
constraint. For example, one can easily show that, if
v(O,c) = 1- exp(- c) and v(1, c) = v(O,c + 6), for some
> 0, then the optimal bidding Rosca achieves the
maximal ex ante expected utility among the more general schemes of the sort discussed in the text. Less
obvious, but also true, is that this exponential form is
necessary for the bidding Rosca to attain the more
general maximum.

The value of the durable'sservices,Av(c)
( > 0, is a constant. Since total annual contributions to the Rosca must equal the
durable'scost, total annualconsumptionfor
the individuals equals 2y - B during the
life of the Rosca. By consideringalternative
nondurableconsumptionlevels for the two
individuals satisfying this constraint, we
trace out two utility possibility frontiers.
Which is relevant depends upon who gets
the durable first. If individual 1 does, the
relevantutility possibilityfrontieris located
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to the northwestin the figure,while if individual 2 gets the durablefirst, the relevant
frontier is the one to the southeast. The
indivisibilityof the durablegood causes the
overall utility possibilityset to be nonconvex.
Because a random Rosca yields equal
nondurableconsumptions,its utility allocation is either at point A (if individual1 wins
the first pot) or at point B (if individual2
does). Note that, because Av'= 0, the slope
of the relevant utility possibilityfrontier is
-1 at points A and B; the line containingA
and B is tangent to the two frontiers at
those points. Since these utility allocations
have equal probability, each individual's
ex ante expected utility is at point C. The
sum of expected utilities at point C is maximal among all feasible expected utility allocations. A bidding Rosca, by making utilities equal, produces a utility allocation at
the intersection of the two frontiers. The
dominance of the random Rosca is now
obvious."6

Proposition 3 also compares the savings
rates in randomand bidding Roscas, but it
requires that Av'(c) = 0 and imposes a restriction on the curvature of 1/ v'(O, .). No

generalresult appearsto be available.Combining Propositions2 and 3, in the case of
separable logarithmic utility [i.e., where
v(O,c) = ln(c) and v(1, c) = v(O,c) + (, 6 >
0], then, since 1/ v'(O,c) is linear, ta < tb <
tr. Thus, in this case institutionswith higher
ex ante welfare are also those with lower

savingsrates and longer accumulationperiods.
IV. Roscaswith HeterogeneousIndividuals

While there is some evidence that Roscas
are formed among relativelyhomogeneous

16The failure of bidding to achieve maximal expected utilityparallelsresultsobtainedin other literatures where indivisibilitiesare important.See, for example, the model of conscription in Theodore
Bergstrom(1986), the location models of James A.
Mirrlees(1972) and Richard Arnott and John Riley
(1977), and the club membership model of Arye
Hillmanand Peter Swan(1983).
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groups (see e.g., Thomas Cope and Kurtz,
1980), there is no good reason to suppose
that the individualsin any particulargroup
have identical preferences for the durable
and, hence, for receipt of the pot. In this
section we show how allowingfor such differences may reverse the ranking of the
bidding and random Roscas from an
ex ante viewpoint. With heterogeneous
tastes, bids can be used to order individuals,
with those who value the pot more acquiring it sooner. This is true whether or not
informationabout tastes is private. Even if
valuationsare public information,individuals can use bidding to realize "gains from
trade" within the Rosca, as members who
value the pot more exchangegreatercontributions for earlier access to the pot. When
valuations are not commonly known, bidding plays the additional role of inducing
individualsto reveal this information.We
restrict attention here to the case in which
preferencesare commonknowledge.
We consider the operation of a two-person bidding Rosca."7 The preferences of
these two individualsare as above, except
that individual l's utility when he has the
durable is increased by a constant, with
individual2's utility being reduced by the
same constant.Thus, prior to acquiringthe
durable good, utility for both individualsis
v(O,c); after acquiringit, individual 1 has
utility v'(1, c) v(1, c)+ (, and individual 2
has utility v2(1, c) v(1, c) - (, for f 2 0.

The parameter6 measuresthe differencein
the individuals'tastes. Note that 6 = 0 is the
case of homogeneousindividualsconsidered
above and that an increase in 6 yields a
mean-preservingspreadin the dispersionof
the individuals'valuations.The key assumption is that the differencein individuals'
valuationsof the durableis independentof
the level of nondurableconsumption. Relaxing this would complicate the analysis
without adding new insights. As before,
Vi(a,c) denotes individuali's expected utility flow at an instantwhen a is the probabil-

17Thisrestrictionis for notational simplicityonly.
The extensionto manymembersis straightforward.

ity of owningthe durable.Hence, v' (a, c) =
v(a, c) + a4; and v2(a, c) = v(a, c) - a4.
Consider a bidding Rosca of length t,
meeting at dates t /2 and t. Let bi be
individual i's bid, and let ci be his nondurableconsumptionrate duringthe Rosca.
Then ci = y -2bJ/t.
We will adopt the
auction protocol described in Subsection
II-B: an oral, ascending-bidauction where
the winner gets the first pot and the loser's
contributionis set to yield a total payment
of B at each meeting date. To understand
the outcome of such an auction, note that
individual1 will alwaysexceed the bid b, if
(12)

> v1y-2

v1,Y-2-

The left-hand side of (12) is individuall's
averageutility during the Rosca if he wins
with bid b, and the right-handside is his
averageutility if individual2 wins with the
same bid. As long as (12) holds then, by
bidding a little more than b, individual 1
raises his welfare if his bid prevails. Since
tastes are common knowledge,individual2
will exceed any bid satisfying(12) knowing
that 1 will go higher. In this way, 2 can
reduce the size of his own contribution.
Thus the outcome of the auction will be
that individual1 wins with a bid for which
(12) is an equality.
In biddingequilibrium,therefore,individual 1 will be indifferentbetween consumption/receipt-date pairs (c2, t) and (c1, t/2).
Furthermore,consumptionrates will satisfy
B = (t/2X2y-c1-c2).
These two conditions uniquely determine the equilibrium
consumption(and hence, bids) in a bidding
Rosca of length t.'8 We now consider the
optimallength for such a Rosca.

18In the natural extension of this analysis to the case
of n individuals, equilibrium consumptions will be determined by the equations:
(i)

vu(aj,cj)

(ii)

E
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=

vu(aj+1,ci+1)

Ci= n[ Y

]

i = 1.

n-

To facilitate comparisonwith our previous analysis,supposethat the Rosca is utilitarian, its length being chosen to maximize
the average utility of its members. Given
length t, let x be the averageof the members' utility during the Rosca. In bidding
equilibrium
X-(

2') [

1( 2',Cl)+

V'(0,

C2)].

Since bidding equilibriumrequires v'(O, c2)
= v'(1/2, c1), we concludethat x = V(O,c2).
Using the function c(a, x) defined in Subsection II-B by the identity v(a, c^) x, write
equilibrium consumption rates as c1 =
c^(1/2,x - e /2) and c2 = ^(O,x). Letting
j(x, 6) denote the averageequilibriumconsumptionrate, we have
Sx-f/2)+
j(x,6)=- [C^(2

C^(O,x)]/2

Then the average welfare in bidding equilibriumis
(13)~~~~~(1
( 13)
W=-Tvu(1, y )B

)

cj X. )]

[Y

Denote by Wb the level of average welfare in the optimalbiddingRosca with heterogeneous preferences. Then (13) implies
the followingfamiliarrelationship:
(14)

Wb-=Tuv(l, y)

Bpb

where
(15)

i

x

V
(1, y)

x]

y -j(X, f)

We can interpret (14) and (15) as before.
Mean welfare in the optimalbiddingRosca
is the differencebetweenwhat it would be if
the durablewere free and the minimalcost
of saving-up.This cost, /bI is the value of a
minimizationproblem.
It is revealingto comparethe expressions
above with the analogousequations(9) and
(10) which apply to the homogeneousbidding Rosca. Mean welfare in the heteroge-
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neous case differsfrom that in the homogeneous case only because the corresponding
averageconsumptionrates, c(x, e) and c(x),
differ.In the homogeneouscase
C(X

-[(2

X) + C(0

X)]/2

Hence c(x, 0) = c(x), and so as individuals'
tastes become more similar, the outcome
with heterogeneity converges to the outcome in the homogeneous bidding Rosca.
Moreover, since c(a, x) is increasingin x,
we know that c(x, ) is decreasingin 6. So,
a mean-preserving increase in the dispersion
of members' valuations of the durable good
reduces the mean utility cost of saving up to a
bidding Rosca and, hence, increases the individuals' mean welfare in bidding equilibrium.

To see why intuitively,let individual l's
valuationof the durablerise and let individual 2's fall by an equal amount, holding
fixed nondurable consumption rates. The
changein valuationshas no impacton mean
welfare when both individuals have the
durable,and it increasesmean welfarewhen
only individual 1 has it. Thus, as long as
individual1 has priorityof access, increasing the dispersion of valuations holding
consumptionfixed raises mean welfare. Allowing consumptionrates to move to their
equilibriumlevels only reinforcesthis effect.
In a random Rosca, individuals1 and 2
consume the nondurablegood at the same
rate, and both have an even chance of acquiring the durable on either of the same
two dates. It follows that the averageof the
two individuals'expected utilities in a random Rosca is independent of 6. Setting
6 = 0 and using (5), we conclude that aver-

age expected utility in the optimal random
Rosca with diverse tastes, denoted W, is
given by: 'r - T uv(1,y) - B ,u(1/4). (Since
n = 2, a = 1/4.) We now have the following
proposition.
PROPOSITION 4: The average of individuals' expected lifetime utilities in the optimal
bidding Rosca exceeds that in the optimal
random Rosca if the dispersion of individuals'
valuations is sufficiently large.
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PROOF:
The abovediscussionimpliesthat Wb> W'
if and only if Ab < A(1/4). Comparing(15)
with (11) we see that Ab < L(1/4) if
c(x*,)< c(1/4,x*), where x* gives the
minimumin (11) for a-= 1/4. Writing-this
if c(1/2,x*-

out, we have: ,ub<A(1l/4)

6/2) < 2c(1/4, x*) - C(O,x*). Hence, to
conclude that Wb> W1 it suffices to know
that
x*- 6/2 <

u(2,

2c(4, x*)

-

(0, x*))

or
2>

v(1,2c(

,x*)-c(0,

x*)).

Thus, bidding dominates for high enough
6, since the left-hand side of the above

inequality increases with 6 and the righthand side is independent of 6. Note that

the right-handside of the inequalityis positive since
c( 4, x*) <

{e(0,

X*) + C(2, X*)}

from the proof of Proposition 3. This implies that
v(

2, 2c( 4, x*) -c(0,

x*)) < x* .

The reason for the result shouldbe clear.
The bidding Rosca gives the pot to the
individualwith the highest valuation first,
while a random Rosca does not respect
individuals'valuations.If the gain from doing this is large enough, it outweighs that
from randomizationwhichwe demonstrated
in the previous section. Since our welfare
criterionis mean expected utility,the interpretation of this result is as follows: given
sufficient heterogeneity, individualschoosing "behind the veil of ignorance" (i.e.,
before they know their tastes) would opt for
a bidding Rosca rather than a random
Rosca.
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This analysis of heterogeneityis limited
by our assumptionthat individuals'valuations are commonly known. To relax this
assumptionwould be of interest but would
take us far afield from the concerns of the
present paper. It is clear, however,that the
main insight from the simplest case, that
biddingcan serve a useful sortingfunction,
will be robustin the face of furtheranalysis.
V. The Sustainabilityof Roscas

We premisedour analysison an assumption that the groupof potentialRosca members had no access to external credit
markets.This is not unreasonablefor most
situations where Roscas are prevalent,
whether among an ethnic group within the
United States or in less developed countries. There are variousreasonswhyparticular groups may have difficultyin obtaining
credit in formal markets. First, immigrant
groupsor ruralvillagersmay be intimidated
by banks, which require their customersto
be literate and to be familiarwith certain
banking practices. Second, groups may be
discriminatedagainst, and thus unable to
obtain access to credit from regularsources.
Third,and perhapsmost importantly,banks
may perceive the default risk of lending to
certain groups to be too high. Default may
occur either because borrowersface unreliable income streams,and thus are unableto
repay, or because they are unwillingto repay, with the bank havinginsufficientsanctions against them to make them do so.
Typically,individualswho join Roscas tend
to lack reliable forms of collateral which
can be used to assuagebanks'fears of nonrepayment.
Since those who receive the pot early are
effectivelyin debt to the other group members, Roscas too would seem vulnerableto
problemsof nonrepayment,with individuals
refusing to honor their membershipcommitment after winning the pot. However,
there are good reasons why Roscas do not
fall victim to the problem of deliberate default which banks might face. The key to
understandingRoscas is noting that, unlike
markets, they are not anonymous institutions. They use preexisting social connec-
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tions between individualsto help circumvent problemsof imperfectinformationand
enforceability.The rules of Roscas reflect
concernsof this kind. For example,individuals must be appropriatelyvetted before
being allowed to join.
A typical scenariofor a Rosca is a group
of individualsfrom the same village or, in
an urban setting, from the same office.19In
the United States, as we have noted, Roscas
are most often formed from among an ethnic group. Thus individuals are likely to
have good informationabout the reliability
of their neighborsand co-workersand can
enforce sanctions-social and economicon those who are delinquentwithout good
reason. It seems central to understanding
the sustainabilityof Roscas that there be
some kind of "social collateral" among a
groupwhich can be harnessedin this way.
All this explains very well why Roscas
tend to avoid large-scaledefault in practice,
and the anthropologicalliteratureon Roscas
is replete with examples to illustrate this
point. Summing up these, Ardener (1964
p. 216) observesthat "a membermay go to
great lengths, such as stealing or selling a
daughterinto prostitutionin order to fulfill
his obligationsto his association;failure to
meet obligationscan even lead to suicide."
Reportingon Roscas in Cameroon,a recent
New YorkTimesarticlenoted that "bankers
complainof loan delinquencyrates as high
as 50%. But [Rosca]paymentsare taken so
seriously that borrowersfaced with delinquencyhavebeen knownto commitsuicide"
(Brooke, 1987 p. 30). Perhapsironically,the
inabilityof Rosca membersto enter credit
markets actually strengthens the value of
social sanctions, since individualswith bad
reputations earned in Roscas may expect
little other credit-marketaccess.20

19Adamsand Canavesi de Sahonero (1989) conduct
a detailed analysis of Roscas based in offices in urban
Bolivia.
20This may help to explain why Roscas become less
important in the process of economic development,
however, since as individuals' market opportunities expand, the value of social sanctions declines, and the
sustainability of Roscas becomes more problematic.
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All of this notwithstanding,it would be
misleadingto ignore default entirely.Here,
we shall examine how such considerations
may influence the design and performance
of Roscas. We do this within our model by
supposing that a defaulting individual is
subjected to social sanctions inflicted by
other group memberswith an exogenously
given utility cost of K.21 This cost might
represent the discomfort,loss of face, and
other social costs associatedwith havingto
confrontthe other Rosca memberseach day
or, in the extreme, the costs of finding a
new job or place to live. In a more general
model, it might also representthe loss from
being excludedfrom Rosca participationin
the future.
Suppose now that individuals choose
whether or not to meet their Rosca obligations. Then a Rosca will be establishedonly
if it satisfies a sustainability constraint, en-

suringthat each individualprefers to maintain his contributionto the Rosca after he
has won the pot. With identicalpreferences,
this constrainttakes a very simple form: it
holds for everyRosca memberif it holds for
the firstone to win the pot, the latter having
the greatestincentiveto default.
Considera randomRosca among n identical individuals,as defined in Subsection
II-A. If the consumption rate during the
Rosca is c, then it lasts until date t and

exceed the default cost K. Letting
a
(:x

g(c, a)

v(l, y) - V(1,C)1

and with a = (n - 1)/2n as before, the sus-

tainability constraint becomes- g(c, a) <
K/2B. The analysisof Section II implicitly
assumed K to be large enough for this
constraintto be satisfiedat the optimalnondurableconsumptionrate, c*(a).
If the constraint were not satisfied, the
allocationthat we describedfor the random
Rosca would not be sustainable.Fixing n,
we can ask how the demandsof sustainability would affect the design of the Rosca.
Since utility is concave in c, g(c, a) decreases in c, for c < y. Thus, for a given
numberof members,the sustainabilityconstraint can be accommodatedonly by increasing c above cr or, equivalently, increasing t above tr. Thus, deterring default

requires increasing the duration of the
Rosca. Holding the duration of the Rosca
fixed, the benefit of default could be reduced by lowering n. Fewer meetings implies a shorter period over which the first
recipientof the pot mightenjoythe benefits
of default. Obviously,either of these adjustments will reduce the welfare gain from
forming a Rosca, since the original allocation is being furtherconstrained.22'23

meets at ft / n, 2 t / n, ..., t}, where t =
B/(y - c). Then, the benefit to the first

recipientof defaultingis
(n -1 )B [v(1,Y)

n

l

- v(1,c)

y- c

(i.e., the gain from avoiding the n -1 remaining contributionsto the Rosca). The
Rosca is sustainableif this benefit does not

22Referring to the sustainability constraint, it is also
clear that a larger pot also may create problems of
sustainability. This is borne out in Stephen Haggblade's
(1978) discussions of the njangis in Cameroon. However, he does report that some Roscas with $40,000
pots are found there (p. 43). One imagines that the
severity of the social sanctions associated with default
would also be great in Roscas of this magnitude. As we
have seen, it is the ratio of default cost to pot size,
K/B, which matters.
23This discussion suggests the following reformulation of the Rosca design problem:

21It would be theoretically more satisfying to have K

,u-min-

determined endogenously, arising from rational behavior by the individuals in some extended version of the
model. A natural way of doing this would be to posit a
sequence of Roscas through time, supposing that failure to perform in the past results in future exclusion
from Rosca participation. Then K would depend positively on the benefit of Rosca participation relative to
autarky, and negatively on individuals' discount rates.

a, c

u (1, y) - u(a, c)1
y-

c

subject to g(a, c) < K/2B, where (a, c) must also satisfy 0 < c < y, and a E {(n - 1)/2n; n = 2,3,...}. It is
easy to show, by writing out the first-order conditions
for this constrained minimization, that when the optimal random Rosca discussed earlier is not sustainable,
a solution involves c > cr.
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Equation (5) reveals that the expected
utility in a random Rosca of given length
increaseswith n. Hence, absent considerations of sustainability,welfare is higherwith
a larger Rosca membership. In practice,
however,we do not often observeRoscas of
more than a few score members, and sustainabilityconsiderationswould seem key to
understandingthis fact. This is especiallyso
if one considers the determinants of the
default cost, K. In largergroupsit becomes
more difficult to keep track of defecting
members (the evidence [e.g., Haggblade,
1978] seems to be that larger Roscas face
biggerdefaultproblems).This effect is likely
to outweighthe intermediationbenefitsof a
larger membershipin groups above a certain size, since the marginalbenefit of another member declines with the size of the
group, while marginal monitoring and enforcement costs could be expected to increase.
The issues of sustainabilityare broadly
similarfor bidding Roscas. We should emphasize, however,that, because bidding for
priority forces a heavier obligation upon
earlier recipients, the incentive issues are
more serious. Moreover, there is an interesting complicationif individualsdifferwith
respect to their susceptibilityto social sanctions and if this differenceis private information. Those individualswho care little
about such sanctionswould have a further
incentive to bid in order to get the pot
early, knowingthat they need not continue
payinginto the Rosca after winningthe pot.
Thus, biddingbringsalong its own adverseselection problem.
Our discussionof sustainabilityhas so far
focused exclusivelyon the problem of willingness to continue making payments into
the Rosca, ratherthan abilityto do so. The
lattermightalso be a problemif individuals'
incomesare stochastic,since then they might
sometimesbe unable to contribute.The anthropological literature indicates that on
some occasions Roscas serve a risk-sharing
role, with one or more memberspayingthe
contributionsof another.Problemsof moral
hazardand adverseselectionseem less likely
to pervade such "insurance"schemes than
in other contexts,because of the social connectedness of Rosca members.
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VI. Concluding Remarks

This paper has investigatedthe economic
role and performanceof Roscas. We have
sought their rationalein the fact that some
goods are indivisible, a fact which makes
autarkicsavinginefficient.We have argued
here that Roscas can be understood as aresponse by a socially connected group to
credit-marketexclusion.This seems broadly
consistentwith what we see in practice.We
have made precisehow Roscas improveover
autarky and have compared random and
biddingRoscas. We found that the indivisibilities which might motivate the existence
of Roscas can explain why random allocation is so widely used. However,with sufficient dispersion of the valuations of the
durablegoods, biddingmay be preferredas
a means of allocatingrightsto the pot.
Our analysis also discussed the problem
of sustainability,and we pointed out some
of the constraintsthat this mightimpose. In
general it may necessitateoperatingRoscas
with fewer members and longer durations
than would otherwisebe desirable.Sustainabilityseems likely to be more of a problem
in bidding than random Roscas, since the
gains from early default are greater, and
individualswith the lowest disutility from
social disapproval and sanctions have a
strongerincentiveto bid in order to obtain
the pot early.
The analysissuggests a number of interesting avenues for empirical investigation.
While there are many studies of Roscas,
few have tried to test concrete theoretical
hypotheses. Our analysis suggests at least
three directionsin whichthis mightgo. First,
there are questions about Rosca memberships: do the groups appear to be homogeneous, and what social connectionsbetween
group memberscircumventthe problem of
default? Second, there are questions of
Rosca design-their length, their savings
rates, and whether biddingor randomallocation is used. On the last issue our model
givespredictionsin termsof the structureof
preferences and the heterogeneity of the
group. Third, there are questions of what
Rosca winnings are used for. Our theory
predicts their use for the purchase of
durablegoods.
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A number of theoretical issues remain
outstanding.This paper has compared the
allocationsachievedby randomand bidding
Roscas to the autarkic allocation and to
each other. It is also interestingto ask how
the allocationsattained by Roscas compare
with those that are, in principle,feasible for
the group. For example, are Roscas efficient? Furthermore,would the group formationof a credit marketresult in the same
allocation as a bidding Rosca? These and
other questionsare pursuedin our companion paper (Besley et al., 1992). We show
there that, in general, Roscas do not produce efficient allocations and that bidding
Roscas are inferior to credit markets.
Nonetheless, the element of chance offered
by random Roscas is still of value. Indeed,
we present an example in which an ex post
efficient market allocation is dominated
(underthe ex ante expected-utilitycriterion)
by a randomRosca.

a, and use the envelope result to get
[

dc*

da= - [ V"(ac,C*)][Av'(c*)

+

da

Av(c*) 1

>0O

-*

y-c*

given concavity of the utility functions
v(i, *), and the assumption that Auv'? 0.

Differentiate the identity v'(a, c*) - ,(a)
twice with respect to a to get
d2c

[II(a*)]l

da2

dc* \

(

-v"'(a,c*)

.

d)2

>0
? 0 and
using the assumptionsthat Avu"(c*)

APPENDIX

v"'(i, c*) > 0, for i = 0 and 1.

PROOF OF LEMMA:
It is easy to see that, as long as acquiring
the durablegood is desirableunder autarky,
a unique interior solution to (2) exists. The
first-ordercondition for this problem implies
V'(a, c*)

=

[v(1, y)-

v(a, c*)] /[ y-c*]

COMPLETIONOF PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2:
We need to show that if 1/ v'(0, -) is
concave then tb > ta* It is sufficientto show
that

j(x*) to establish the result. By

Ca<

the lemma, the first-orderconditionfor the
minimizationin (10), and the fact that A b <
,uL(0),we have that
AM(O)>Ib

V'(O, Ca)

This is the identity claimed in the lemma.
Since v(a,c) is increasingin a, /ut ) must
be decreasing.Moreover, since pu() is the
value of a minimandlinear in the parameter
a, elementary duality theory implies that
ut( ) is a concave function of a. By the
envelope theorem,

= ((-)

= - Av(c*)[y-

[v(aji,C^(ai,x*))]

1

However, because lXv'(c)? 0, we have that
v '(a, c)

?

v'(0, c). Therefore, using Jensen's

inequality and the assumed concavity of
lv'(O,

(a)

E

*),

c*].

These relations,the assumed three-times
continuous differentiabilityof the utility
function, and the implicit-functiontheorem
establish the extent of differentiabilityof
/u(*) and c*(*) asserted in the lemma. Now
differentiatev'(a, c*) -,t(a) with respectto

V'(O, Ca)

>

(Un)

v(0,c(i,

x))]

n
> v (O, c(x*)

The result now follows from the fact that
v"(O,c) < 0.
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COMPLETIONOF PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3:
We need to show that lv'= 0 and
1/ v'(0, *) conveximply tr > tb. It sufficesto
deduce that cr> c(x*). By the same reasoning as employed in the completion of the
proof of Proposition2, the fact that A(a) <
A b (proved in the text) and the assumption
that v'(a, c) is independentof a, we have

V a0g Cr) < ((n)E[

o,c(ari,

x*))])

< V' (at, c(x*

using Jensen's inequalityand the convexity
hypothesis.The result follows at once.
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